
MemoryCube Unveils World’s Smallest USB3.0
Gigabit LAN Card
SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA, July 31, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- MemoryCube Co.,
Ltd. (http://www.memorycube.co.kr), a
Korea-based startup in developing 
software and hardware in areas of
information and communications
technology (ICT), announced that
PocketShare®-pico, the world’s smallest
and fastest Gigabit network card, will be
available pretty soon in the market.

Compared to current USB gigabit LAN
cards which mostly require additional
devices to connect both cable and
Ethernet into USB A connector,
PocketShare®-pico is designed as a type
of integrated Ethernet cards equipped
with USB A connector, ensuring
remarkably small-sized and even
considered as pico-sized LAN card. 
The size of this Gigabit network card is
57.2mm (22.5”) X 16.4mm(6.4”) X
12.6mm(4.9”) more than two times

smaller than other network cards. 
Current shape of this network card is also subject to slight change upon request of market preference.

“A wide range of operating systems (OS) is supported by PocketShare®-pico with ASIX 88179
Ethernet Chip accounting for its excellent interoperability. It supports Windows XP, Windows 7, 8, 8.1
even up to Windows 10 and Apple Mac OS as well.  
One of key features is that it has high performance to support 1000Mbps basically so that it can
establish high speed network easily. 
In addition, PocketShare®-pico is well shaped with anodized aluminum coating. 
Like its name, PocketShare®-pico can be carried in a pocket and be used conveniently with PC as
necessary,” said James Cho, CEO of MemoryCube.

It can be purchased at lower price than LAN cards or dongle cables offered by manufacturers if you
use Apple Macbook or Windows-based Ultrabook. 
This company is raising funds at INDIEGOGO where PocketShare®-pico is available at an affordable
price, $19. The MSRP is estimated at $29.5 after the campaign is over at INDIEGOGO. 
Shipment is about to this September. 
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Learn more information at http://igg.me/at/PSpico/x/9521877 or e-mail the company at
james@memorycube.net
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